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O
ver the past decade, educators and policymakers have sought to increase the 

number of students pursuing and completing postsecondary credentials. There’s 

a good reason for this: In today’s economy, most jobs that pay enough to support 

a family will require some kind of postsecondary education or training. At the same time, 

policymakers and early childhood advocates have sought to increase the number of 

early childhood workers with postsecondary training in early childhood, as a way both to 

improve quality of teaching in early childhood settings and to elevate the status of the early 

childhood profession. 

Community colleges play an important role in efforts to increase the percentage of 

Americans with postsecondary education. Nearly half of American college students will 

spend some time in community colleges1 —and they are a particularly important entry point 

to higher education for students from underrepresented populations: 44 percent of low-

income students and 38 percent of first-generation students attend community college as 

their first postsecondary institution.2 Further, community colleges also play an important 

role in delivering tailored workforce training in response to local employer needs, and in 

enabling mid-career adults to advance their educations or acquire new workforce skills. 

Thus it’s not surprising that policymakers and advocates seeking to increase the knowledge, 

credentials, and professional prestige of the early care and education workforce would also 

look to community colleges to play a role in these efforts. For starters, that’s where most early 

childhood students are: The majority of early childhood degree programs are at two-year 

institutions.3 Moreover, community colleges offer benefits of affordability and accessibility that 

are important for current early childhood workers attempting to increase their credentials. 

Introduction 
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Yet the same factors that make community colleges attractive—both for those seeking 

to boost postsecondary attainment generally and for efforts to increase the knowledge 

and skills of early childhood workers—also create challenges. The very affordability 

and accessibility that make community colleges an entry point to higher education for 

many students also mean that they attract a population of students who face numerous 

challenges—including financial, family, and academic barriers—to completing degrees. And 

early childhood workers enrolled in community colleges face many of these same challenges. 

The variety of roles that community colleges play enables them to respond to different 

community needs, but can also make it difficult for early childhood workers to navigate a 

variety of program options or successfully complete degrees. Further, broader postsecondary 

policy efforts to improve degree attainment and completion at community colleges can have 

unintended negative consequences for early childhood programs and students. 

Community colleges play an important role in educating the early childhood workforce 

today—and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Thus it’s important to ensure 

that community college early childhood programs are high quality, provide the supports 

that early childhood workers need to successfully complete degrees, and enable graduates 

to successfully transition to four-year degree programs. At the same time, policymakers and 

advocates must be realistic in their expectations for the role community colleges can play 

in supporting degree attainment for early childhood educators. Early childhood workers 

in many settings earn low wages, and increased education often doesn’t translate into 

substantially higher earnings. Until these labor market factors change, it will be difficult 

to attract and retain skilled workers to the early childhood field. Innovative community 

college programs, such as those profiled later in this report, can help more early childhood 

educators improve their knowledge, skills, and credentials. But they are not a substitute for 

addressing broader labor market realities.   

To maximize the value of community colleges in developing both the current and future 

early childhood workforce, policymakers and advocates need a clear understanding of the 

roles that community colleges currently play in preparing and developing early childhood 

workers and the quality of existing programs, as well as a clear vision for the role that 

these institutions should play going forward. This paper seeks to help early childhood 

stakeholders understand the role that community colleges play in preparing and developing 

early childhood workers and the challenges they face in doing so. First, it provides an 

overview of the current state of community college early childhood programs, the students 

they serve, and the outcomes they produce. Then it highlights models of innovative 

strategies—at both the institution and state policy level—to help early childhood educators 

succeed in community college programs and go on to obtain higher levels of credentials. 

Finally, it offers recommendations for community college leaders, early childhood 

advocates, and policymakers seeking to maximize the potential of community colleges to 

support professional development and credential attainment for early childhood educators.
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T
he mission of public two-year colleges has shifted tremendously since they first 

emerged in the early 1900s. Originally called junior colleges, they were viewed as 

extensions of secondary schools that would help students prepare to attend four-

year colleges. Over time, as the vocational role of community colleges grew, policymakers 

and business leaders began to view community colleges as vehicles to provide a range of 

skills needed in the labor market. As community colleges adapted to serve community 

needs, they transformed into complex institutions that serve various community functions, 

including workforce training.4 Today, community colleges provide many services beyond 

just transfer degrees, including vocational programs, developmental education, continuing 

education, English as a second language instruction, industry-specific certification, 

workforce development, dual credit programs with high schools, and, in some cases, 

baccalaureate degrees. Additionally, community colleges serve as both an entry point to 

postsecondary education and a re-entry point to higher education for mid-career adults 

seeking a new or expanded skill set.

Early Childhood Programmatic Offerings at Community Colleges

Across the United States there are 1,047 public community colleges.5 More than 75 

percent of these community colleges have an early childhood or family studies program.6  

Community college early childhood education programs play a number of roles. They 

serve as entry points for students hoping to pursue a bachelor’s degree, they provide 

mid-career early childhood workers with trainings, and they serve local early childhood 

Current State of Community College  

Early Childhood Education Programs
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education (ECE) community needs. Most community colleges offer at least one of three 

distinct types of credentials and courses of study relevant to early childhood educators: 

1 certificates focused on preparing professionals for specific roles, 

2 terminal associate degrees in early childhood education, and 

3 associate degrees that allow students to transfer into a four-year child development or 

elementary education teaching program. 

Some community colleges also offer applied bachelor’s degrees and post-baccalaureate 

or alternative certification programs, although these are much less common than 

certificates and associate degrees. Additionally, early childhood departments at 

community colleges often provide professional development for local ECE programs and 

serve other community-based roles.

The following paragraphs provide more information about each of these types of 

credentials or other programmatic offerings.

Certificates Focused on Preparing Professionals for Specific Roles

Most community colleges offer an array of certificates for those working in early childhood, 

including the nationally recognized Child Development Associate (CDA) credential, 

state-specific professional certificates that are analogous to the CDA (e.g., California 

confers a Child Development permit), as well as certificates for specific roles including 

early childhood program directors, child care workers, paraeducators, and home visitors. 

Although the CDA was initially developed outside of higher education and can be earned 

from non-higher education providers, the CDA Professional Preparation Program allows 

candidates to complete the CDA through a combination of community college courses 

and fieldwork. One survey found that 80 percent of associate degree programs in early 

childhood education offer the CDA or other non-degree certificates.7 

Terminal Associate Degrees 

Terminal associate degrees are associate degrees that were intended to enable individuals 

to meet training requirements for certain jobs, rather than prepare them to transfer to a 

baccalaureate program. Many associate degree programs in early childhood education 

were developed to serve teachers who needed to obtain an associate degree to meet state 

or federal regulatory requirements. In 1998, Congress passed legislation requiring half of 

all teachers in federally funded Head Start programs to have an associate degree by 2003 (a 

requirement that was increased in 2007 to require all Head Start lead teachers to have an 

associate degree and half to have a bachelor’s degree by 2013).8 Many states require center 

directors in licensed child care programs to hold an associate degree, and five states require 

teachers to have an associate degree to work in state-funded pre-k programs.9  When 

most early childhood associate degree programs were established, they were viewed as 
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the end of a pathway and thus administrators designing these programs rarely considered 

the possibility of transfer. This expectation is changing, however, as requirements for 

teachers in publicly funded preschool programs have increased. But the legacy of design 

choices made when these programs were established continues to complicate efforts 

to make them an on-ramp for further postsecondary education. Programs designed as 

terminal associate degrees typically focus on skills and content relevant to working in early 

childhood programs, and include fewer general education courses than most courses of 

study designed to articulate to four-year baccalaureate programs. If a program awards an 

Associate of Arts, Associate of Science, or Associate of Applied Science in early childhood 

education, this often signifies that the program was designed as a terminal degree program. 

Associate Degrees That Transfer

While many community college associate degree programs in early childhood are 

designed to be terminal degrees, some associate degrees in early childhood education 

are intended to transfer. Washington state, for example, created an Associate of Applied 

Science–Technical (A.A.S.T.) degree in early childhood education that prepares students 

for immediate employment while also allowing them to transfer to a four-year institution’s 

children’s studies department.10

Many community colleges also offer Associate of Arts in Teaching (A.A.T.) degrees for 

students who wish to go on to earn a bachelor’s degree and state certification to teach 

in the public education system. In the last two decades, 15 states have developed a 

statewide Associate of Arts in Teacher Education (A.A.T.) with the goal of aligning 

systemic pathways for students who begin at community colleges and desire to become 

teachers.11 The A.A.T. is intended to provide students with their core requirements 

(usually 60 undergraduate courses) and education major prerequisites before they 

transfer to a four-year education school to complete their upper-level requirements. 

Ideally, these programs also offer support to facilitate successful transfer to a four-year 

partner institution.

In the 32 states that require lead teachers in state-funded pre-k programs to hold both 

a bachelor’s degree12 and state teacher certification, an A.A.T. degree offers the most 

expeditious pathway for early childhood educators who enroll at community colleges 

seeking to become qualified to work in pre-k classrooms. Because the A.A.T. requirements 

typically focus on core requirements and education prerequisites, most programs include 

relatively little coursework focused on child development or skills that early childhood 

educators can use in their current classrooms. As a result, early childhood educators may 

enroll in terminal associate degree programs that are more relevant to their current roles, 

only to learn that credits earned in such programs may not transfer to meet requirements 

for a teaching certificate. 
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States that Allow Community Colleges to Offer Bachelor’s Degrees in Education 
or Early Childhood Education

Figure 1

Bachelor’s Degrees

States generally prohibit community colleges from granting baccalaureate degrees. 

However, since the 1990s, a number of states have enacted legislation allowing at least 

some community colleges to offer bachelor’s degrees in high-need subjects. Currently, 

23 states allow community colleges to award bachelor’s degrees in specific subject 

areas.13 Eight states allow community colleges to award bachelor’s degrees in education.14 

Seventeen community colleges in five states currently offer a bachelor’s degree in early 

childhood education.15 The majority of these programs are in Florida.16 

Post-Baccalaureate/Alternative Teacher Certification

Forty-eight states and Washington, D.C. allow teachers to complete alternative routes 

to certification.17 Community colleges in a number of states offer post-baccalaureate or 

alternative certification programs that allow individuals who already hold a bachelor’s degree 

Source: The Community College Baccalaureate Association, “Baccalaureate Conferring Institutions,” http://www.accbd.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/10/Conferring-Institutions.pdf?ct=US&stp=CO.
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to complete the required courses for teacher licensure. Some of these programs provide 

coursework on a non-credit basis, whereas others provide individuals the opportunity 

to apply the credits earned towards a master’s degree through a four-year partner. For 

example, Rio Salado, one of the schools in the Maricopa Community College District in 

Arizona, provides candidates with the opportunity to receive master’s credit through 

university partners. The majority of community college post-baccalaureate or alternative 

teacher certification programs are in Arizona,18  Florida,19 New Jersey,20 Nevada,21 New 

Mexico,22 and Texas.23 

Professional Development

Professional development is another avenue through which community colleges prepare 

and train early childhood educators. Most community college early childhood departments 

provide professional development geared to address specific needs of the local community. 

In fact, many provide free or low-cost customized professional trainings to school districts 

and child care centers. Additionally, in some communities, the community college provides 

facilities as well as expertise. 

Early Childhood Education Students at Community Colleges 

Community colleges serve a large proportion of minority, low-income, first-generation, 

and adult students who face many challenges in their pursuit of educational success.24  

Community college students tend to be older than traditional undergraduate students 

and more likely to have a full-time job.25 Twenty-two percent of full-time community 

college students work full time and 40 percent of full-time community college students 

work part time.26  Community college students are also more likely to have familial 

responsibilities. Seventeen percent are single parents.27  

While there is some broad demographic information available about the early childhood 

workforce, there is little national data about students enrolled in community college early 

childhood programs. The early childhood workforce is almost exclusively female, and the 

racial and ethnic profile of the workforce varies depending on setting and within setting 

by role.28 Child care workers are disproportionately women of color.29 Approximately two-

thirds of child care workers have children present in their homes and at least 17 percent are 

single mothers.30 Last year, 46 percent of child care workers were enrolled in at least one 

public safety net program, compared with 26 percent of those in the broader workforce.31 

Most early childhood students choose community college programs because they cannot 

leave their jobs and familial responsibilities to attend a full-time university. In fact, most 

early childhood education students work full time while pursuing education, which 

research shows can negatively affect college outcomes including grades, time to degree, 

and degree attainment.32 Working students often choose to enroll in school part time, 

which lengthens their time to completion. The need to balance coursework with full-time 
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employment also limits the number and variety of classes students can take and the 

community college supports they can access. 

In addition to school and work, many early childhood students are also juggling parenting 

and other familial responsibilities.33 Forty-three percent of women at two-year colleges 

who live with dependents say that they are likely or very likely to drop out of school due to 

their dependent care obligations.34 Ironically, women who work full time caring for other 

people’s children may find child care a major barrier to their ability to pursue postsecondary 

coursework. Few community college campuses offer child care, and the number that do so has 

declined over the last decade even as the number of traditional students has increased.35  

Beyond the logistical challenges in enrolling in full-time four-year programs, many current 

child care workers also choose community colleges because they may not meet four-year 

or education school requirements. ECE students often lack basic skills to succeed in college 

courses and must enroll in remedial education courses. Roughly 60 percent of students at 

community colleges take at least one remedial course.36 This depletes students’ financial 

aid eligibility, even though they receive no college credit, and increases students’ time to 

completion. For early childhood educators seeking to improve their skills, the need to take 

remedial coursework in basic skills before enrolling in early childhood-focused courses can 

be an additional barrier that undermines students’ confidence and motivation. 

Early childhood educators who are not native English speakers face additional challenges 

to earning postsecondary credentials. The foreign-born share of the early childhood 

education and care workforce has grown rapidly, doubling between 1990 and 2015.37  

Currently, at least 18 percent of the nation’s early childhood education and care workforce 

are immigrants.38  Moreover, 54 percent of these foreign-born workers are limited English 

proficient.39 As the population of young children becomes increasingly linguistically 

diverse—32 percent of children under age 5 live in a home where a language other than 

English is spoken40—cultivating a supply of qualified teachers who speak children’s home 

languages is important for the early childhood field. But non-native English speakers often 

face major challenges in trying to complete college-level work in English.41 Community 

colleges often require students to demonstrate a certain level of proficiency in ESL and 

adult basic education before they are admitted to credited classes. The sequential and 

standard nature of these ESL courses lead non-native speakers to spend many years in 

unrelated classes before they can accumulate credits towards a degree in ECE.

Finally, early childhood education students face significant financial barriers as they 

pursue higher education. Although the federal government spends about $32.9 billion 

annually on Pell grants, student loans, and other forms of financial assistance for higher 

education,42 current policies often block nontraditional students, including many early 

childhood education students, from accessing the full amount of aid they need to fund 

their education.43 The calculations used to determine eligibility for financial assistance 

assume that the average college student has relatively small earnings (e.g., from a summer 
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job), that the earnings will remain constant, and that these earnings can be allocated to 

cover education expenses. These assumptions both overstate nontraditional students’ 

ability to pay for education and underestimate their financial need.44 Moreover, federal 

student loan criteria penalize older students like early childhood workers by requiring 

enrollment in at least six credits a semester.45 Many early childhood education students 

who enroll in one course at a time are therefore unable to obtain federal financial aid. 

Early childhood educators are also reluctant to take out student loans to pay for 

postsecondary education, because pay for early childhood educators is low and earning 

postsecondary credentials does not necessarily lead to significant compensation 

increases.46 Without the promise of higher wages, it makes little sense for students with 

financial insecurity to take on financial debt to fund higher education. While a variety of 

state and federal programs offer loan forgiveness for K-12 teachers, most ECE students 

are not eligible for these programs. The federal Teacher Loan Forgiveness Program, for 

example, is available to teachers in public school pre-k settings, but not to those who 

work in Head Start or community child care.47 Similarly, most of the 15 state programs 

that offer loan forgiveness to teachers in public schools do not include early educators 

who work in non-public settings.48 Maine is currently the only state that provides loan 

forgiveness to students pursuing careers in early education or child care through its 

Educators of Maine Program.49 Some early educators who work for nonprofits or local 

districts could be eligible for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program, but the 

program requires at least ten years of payments before debts are forgiven and educators 

who are eligible would have to pay taxes on the amount forgiven as income.

ECE students also struggle to pay for travel, books, and other family expenses. Personal 

financial emergencies can often lead students to drop out of higher education. Students 

may step away from a program due to the birth of a child, familial responsibilities, or 

other financial hardship and later return to their schooling, ultimately taking 8-15 years 

to complete a two-year degree.50 

Students enrolled in community college early childhood programs have great assets to 

contribute to the early childhood field: Experienced child care workers have skills and 

expertise in working with young children that formal coursework can enhance. And the 

early childhood field desperately needs more qualified teachers who reflect the cultural 

and ethnic diversity of young children. For these students, community colleges are a 

crucial educational option. But policymakers and advocates who see community colleges 

as a potential asset for increasing the supply of well-trained early educators must also 

take into account the challenges facing community college early childhood education 

students—both those currently working in early childhood education and those seeking 

to become early childhood educators. The characteristics of students and the types of 

barriers they face also provide important context for understanding and assessing the 

outcomes of community college early childhood programs. 
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Community College Early Childhood Program Outcomes

Community colleges offer a variety of courses of study related to early childhood 

education, many of which serve students that face significant challenges to successful 

completion. But what do we know about the results of these programs? Unfortunately, 

not as much as we should. Limitations in existing data collection make it difficult to 

accurately assess the rate at which community college early childhood students complete 

their intended courses of study or how long it takes them to do so. Information on 

program quality is limited. And we know even less about how or whether these programs 

are improving the quality of teaching in their students’ classrooms or the learning 

outcomes of children in their care. 

Completion and Degree Attainment 

The federal government’s Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) 

tracks information on postsecondary enrollment and outcomes for students enrolled in 

postsecondary institutions. But this data source has limitations that make it problematic 

for evaluating early childhood associate degree program completion rates and quality. Until 

recently, the traditional graduation rate reported in IPEDS included completion data only 

for “traditional” or first-time students enrolled in a full-time course load, meaning that it 

excluded nontraditional students and those enrolled part time—in other words, most early 

childhood students—as well as students who take time away from school or transfer.51 As a 

result, graduation rates reported for early childhood programs presented an inaccurate or 

incomplete picture of actual student outcomes in these programs. 

In October of 2017 the Education Department’s National Center for Education Statistics 

revamped IPEDS to include completion data for part-time and non-first-time students at 

every two- and four-year degree or certificate-granting institution.52 This additional data 

point provides a more accurate picture of outcomes for students enrolled in community 

college early childhood associate degree programs. However, although the updated 

IPEDS system now provides graduation rates on students who transfer into an institution, 

it doesn’t reveal where those students transferred from. This means the data cannot be 

used to identify community colleges or programs that are more successful at preparing 

students for eventual bachelor’s degree completion. Moreover, it is still impossible to 

examine and evaluate student-level outcomes due to a statutory ban on a federal data 

system that tracks individual employment and graduation outcomes of college students 

adopted during the 2008 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. This ban presents 

major roadblocks in understanding student-level data on student completion.

In addition to federal data collection, most early childhood programs track the total 

number of students enrolled in early childhood coursework and the number of graduates 

from each program annually. Few programs track how long it takes students to complete 
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their credential or degree, however, and few have the capacity to track results for 

students who frequently start or stop their education or transfer between institutions. 

As a result, many community colleges aren’t collecting or tracking the data they need 

to accurately assess performance of their early childhood programs, identify common 

challenges or barriers that hinder student success, identify program practices or student 

characteristics that predict success, and inform development of targeted strategies to 

improve student retention, completion, and learning outcomes.  

Although accurate data is not available on the percentage of students nationally who 

successfully complete community college early childhood programs, available data on 

overall community college graduation rates paints a sobering picture. Only 38 percent of 

community college students (including part-time students) complete a degree program 

within six years.53 An additional 17 percent are still enrolled in a community college or 

four-year institution after six years.54 And students who start at a community college 

are less likely to eventually obtain a bachelor’s degree. Only 14 percent of students who 

entered a community college in 2007 transferred and earned a four-year degree within 

six years.55 

Quality 

There is very little data or information on the quality of different early childhood education 

teacher preparation programs. Most information about the field relies on surveys of higher 

education programs that utilize self-reported data.56 Research has revealed substantial 

variability among required coursework across associate degree programs.57 Furthermore, 

most programs prepare students to work with a wide age range and therefore may not 

provide the adequate depth of coverage for each age group.58

In the absence of more robust data about program quality or outcomes, accreditation by 

the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) offers one proxy 

for program quality. NAEYC accredits early childhood professional preparation programs 

at the associate, baccalaureate, and master’s degree levels based on how well each 

program meets the NAEYC Professional Preparation Standards. NAEYC’s Professional 

Preparation Standards express a national vision for the core knowledge, understanding, 

and methods early childhood professionals should have across various settings and 

professional roles. It includes six core standards that all early childhood professionals 

should know and be able to do: promote child development and learning; build family 

and community relationships; observe, document, and assess young children; use 

developmentally effective approaches to connect with children; use content knowledge 

to build meaningful curriculum; and conduct themselves like professionals.59 Currently, 

181 associate degree programs in 35 states have received NAEYC Early Childhood 

Associate degree accreditation.60 At least four states (Colorado, North Carolina, 

Michigan, and Rhode Island) have set up programs to incentivize community college 
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ECE programs to pursue NAEYC accreditation.61 Incentivizing NAEYC accreditation 

encourages programs to adopt more uniform standards and can help colleges strengthen 

their programs through self-study and external review from teams from other states.62  

But less than one-quarter of community colleges offering early childhood or family 

studies programs hold NAEYC accreditation. 

Experts in the field also raise a variety of concerns about quality in community college 

early childhood programs. Faculty capacity and diversity is one area of concern. Most 

surveys of the field demonstrate that two-year programs have very few full-time 

staff members and rely heavily on adjunct faculty.63 This can lead to inconsistent 

teaching practices, long work hours, high administrative loads, low salaries, and limited 

opportunities for guidance and mentorship for students.64  

Early childhood faculty also do not reflect the diversity of their students, or the children 

those students are preparing to care for and educate.65 For example, recent studies 

examining early childhood education programs in California and New York found that the 

faculty in these programs were much less ethnically and linguistically diverse as a group 

than their student populations.66 This lack of diversity may undermine programs’ abilities 

to prepare teachers who are culturally responsive to the children they serve. 

Advising capacity is another challenge. Many community college campuses do not fund 

program-specific advisers and have high general student-to-adviser ratios—sometimes as 

high as 1,600 to 1.67 This makes it harder for early childhood education students to access 

individualized and informed advising. Without such advising, students may select courses 

that don’t contribute to meeting degree requirements for their course of study and as a 

result take longer to complete a degree. 

Experts have also raised concerns about the quality of students’ learning experiences 

in two-year early childhood programs. Quality teacher preparation programs typically 

include a combination of formal coursework, in which students acquire knowledge 

of content and child development, and clinical experiences, which enable students to 

observe classrooms and practice implementing teaching skills. Very little is known about 

how two-year programs execute these components of their programs.68 Survey research 

suggests that program coursework does not include a full array of content for children 

across the birth-to-age-8 spectrum69 and that the content of two-year programs differs 

significantly from that of four-year programs.70 One study found that two-year programs 

focus more on practices (i.e., program and classroom management) and that four-year 

programs focus more on academic instruction, literacy, and assessment.71 

There is limited data available regarding the characteristics of field experiences in 

associate degree programs. There is no uniform standard of field experience for teachers 

working with children under 5 like the student teaching requirement for K-12 teachers. 

Research suggests that associate degree programs have different requirements than 
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bachelor’s degree programs, provide less intensive field experiences, and utilize different 

settings for placements. Most associate degree programs require students to complete 

one or more practicum courses in lieu of student teaching.72 Practicum courses often 

focus on a particular population of children or a particular skill and are usually supervised 

by a faculty member or mentor. 

Programs often face a dilemma in designing practicum requirements: If they want to 

ensure that students have opportunities to observe quality teaching practices with 

children in a variety of age groups, they need to require students to complete practicum 

experiences in settings that meet high-quality standards and serve children in a variety 

of age ranges. Yet doing so creates an obstacle for early childhood educators who are 

currently working in the field, many of whom are in low-quality settings. In addition, most 

early childhood educators work in classrooms with children in one age range: infants, 

toddlers, or preschoolers, which means they have limited experience to observe children 

of different ages as part of their employment. To complete practicum experiences in high-

quality settings or with children of varying ages, these students would need to take time 

off from their jobs—a significant barrier for current early childhood workers who need to 

work full time and often don’t have paid time off.73 Programs can reduce barriers for such 

students by allowing them to complete their practicum in their place of employment, but 

this might result in a lower-quality learning experience. In general, two-year programs 

are more likely to use Head Start, community-based child care, and family child care as 

placement settings as opposed to school-based pre-k classrooms.74 Surveys of the field 

also suggest that two-year programs face significant challenges identifying appropriate 

and high-quality placements, and ensuring adequate supervision.

Impacts on Teaching Practice and Children’s Learning 

Very little research has focused on the impact of higher education programs on graduates’ 

knowledge, skills, and classroom practices, let alone the learning outcomes for children 

taught by program graduates. Research suggests that teachers with some formal 

postsecondary training in early childhood education have better classroom quality than 

those with only a high school diploma.75 But there is very little research that specifically 

focuses on teaching practices or child learning outcomes for early educators who complete 

two-year degree programs. There is almost no research comparing practices or classroom 

quality of teachers who completed different types of two-year degree programs (e.g., a 

terminal associate degree vs. a two-year degree that transfers) and few studies examining 

the results for early educators who attended specific institutions. And there is little 

research guidance on the best balance between ECE and general education coursework 

or the characteristics of strong field experiences in early childhood teacher preparation. 

Moreover, few early childhood preparation programs—at the two- or four-year level—have 

formal mechanisms to measure improvement in students’ teaching practice during the 

program or to track their employment in the field, teaching practices, classroom quality, or 
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child learning outcomes after they graduate. Even with an emerging number of researchers 

focusing on the effects of early childhood education, and repeated calls for a closer analysis 

of the relative quality of higher education programs, there remains little research evidence 

on most of the critical issues in early childhood teacher preparation.76 (A forthcoming 

Bellwether paper will offer recommendations for strengthening the research base on 

effective early childhood teacher preparation practices.) 

Broader Higher Education Policy Landscape

Broader higher education policy trends, such as gainful employment rules and 

performance-based financing systems, also affect early childhood education preparation 

programs. Although both of these policies were designed to hold postsecondary 

institutions accountable for their results, and to ensure that they are good investments 

for students, they may unintentionally penalize institutions for offering early childhood 

and other credential or degree programs that prepare students for socially important but 

low-paid jobs such as those in early childhood or health fields.  

In 2010, the U.S. Department of Education issued “gainful employment” regulations, 

which seek to hold “career oriented” postsecondary programs accountable for graduates’ 

ability to afford the debt they have taken on. This policy was designed to ensure career 

education and for-profit programs were worthwhile investments for students who chose 

to attend them. The department collects data on the number of students who graduated 

on time, the percentage of students who borrowed to complete the program, typical 

student loan debt, and graduates’ post-college earnings for programs offered by private 

and for-profit providers, as well as all certificate programs offered by public institutions. 

The department set a series of thresholds on debt-to-earnings ratios, and institutions 

that fail these thresholds for two out of three consecutive years or are in a middle zone 

for any three out of four consecutive years no longer qualify for the use of federal loans 

and Pell grants.77 According to a 2017 Department of Education report, nearly one in ten 

programs assessed under the rule failed to meet passing criteria.78 

State-level performance-based funding policies also affect early childhood programs. 

In recent years, 32 states have adopted performance-based or outcomes-based 

funding policies for their public institutions of higher education, and 26 of these states 

adopted performance-based funding at community colleges.79 Under a performance-

based funding scheme, states allocate a portion of funding based on performance 

indicators such as course completion, time to degree, transfer rates, the number of 

degrees awarded, or the number of low-income and minority graduates. Performance-

based funding presents a number of challenges for early childhood education two-

year programs. Research suggests that performance-based funding may encourage 

resource-dependent colleges to enroll students who are more likely to graduate and 

may ultimately decrease the percent enrollment of underserved minority students.80 
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Moreover, performance-based funding regimes that focus on student wages or labor 

outcomes are likely to make programs that prepare students for careers in socially crucial 

but low-paid sectors, such as early childhood, some health professions, and social work, 

seem like a liability due to their low labor market returns. There is already some evidence 

that certain states have reduced funding for institutions offering early childhood degree 

programs, closed individual ECE degree programs, and reduced credit hours for ECE 

associate degree programs.81

Policymakers and advocates who seek to encourage community colleges to train more 

early childhood educators must be aware of these policy trends, and the incentives they 

create for institutions. 

Economic Incentives (or Lack Thereof) 

Both gainful employment and performance-based funding systems point to a larger 

challenge to increasing the supply of well-prepared early childhood educators. Low 

compensation for early childhood educators is a major obstacle to elevating the skills of 

current early childhood workers and increasing the supply of well-prepared teachers. 

Even if community colleges offer a more accessible and affordable postsecondary option 

for early childhood workers, expanding or improving community college early childhood 

options is not a substitute for addressing the broader labor market issues in play. 

Transforming the early childhood workforce at scale will require increasing 

compensation levels and ensuring that increased training and/or improved teaching 

practice provide a pathway to higher pay. Efforts to increase compensation for early 

childhood teachers and child care workers have met many impediments, however. Only 

ten states compensate teachers in state-funded pre-k programs on par with K-12 public 

school teachers.82 Pay disparities for teachers in Head Start and community-based child 

care settings are even greater. 

Given that staff compensation is by far the largest expense in many child care centers’ 

budgets, programs have limited ability to substantially increase compensation without 

raising costs for families—which are already a major burden to many working and middle-

class parents. Strategies such as shared services, which improve the business operations 

of child care programs and allow them to benefit from economies of scale, can generate 

efficiencies that enable providers to increase the compensation of early childhood 

teachers—but not necessarily enough to make early childhood teaching an attractive field 

for highly trained teachers. 

There is a need for innovative problem-solving to identify viable and sustainable 

mechanisms for increasing early childhood educator compensation, as well as sound 

analysis of the levels of compensation needed to make early childhood teaching a 

competitive employment prospect for educators at all stages along a career pathway that 

encompasses multiple levels of training and education.
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T
he preceding section described the types of programs and training that community 

colleges offer current and prospective early childhood educators, the characteristics 

of students enrolled in these programs, and the challenges that community college 

early childhood programs face. The following section highlights a variety of strategies that 

institutions and states are implementing to eliminate barriers to success in two-year early 

childhood programs and support successful transition to four-year institutions. These 

strategies offer models for other institutions and states seeking to leverage the assets 

that community colleges offer to improve current early educators’ knowledge, skills, and 

credentials, and to grow the supply of qualified, diverse early childhood teachers.  

To make the most of these strategies, however, state policymakers must first have a clear 

understanding of the various roles that community colleges currently play in developing the 

early childhood workforce, the state’s early childhood workforce goals, and the roles they 

want community colleges to play in achieving those goals. 

As more early childhood leaders advocate bachelor’s degrees for all lead teachers of 

children birth to 8 (consistent with the National Academy of Medicine’s Transforming 

the Workforce for Children Birth Through Age 8: A Unifying Foundation),83 there has been 

increased interest in how community colleges can contribute to increasing the number of 

lead teachers with bachelor’s degrees. A narrow focus on this goal, however, obscures the 

full scope of services community colleges offer current and prospective early childhood 

educators and employers. In many ways, focusing on using community colleges to increase 

bachelor’s completion is in direct tension with the distinct needs other early childhood 

Maximizing the Potential of Community  

College Early Childhood Preparation: 

Envisioning a Path Forward 
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programs address. The variety of credentials that community colleges offer early childhood 

educators—from CDAs, to certificates, to terminal associate degrees—provides value to 

the field. Given that no states currently require infant/toddler teachers or assistant pre-k 

teachers to have a bachelor’s degree, and ratio requirements result in most classrooms 

employing at least one assistant teacher, the associate degree or CDA will continue to be 

crucial. In many states, new early childhood teachers often start out with a CDA or a state-

mandated certificate that is the bottom of the states’ stackable pathway, and then go on 

to complete additional training and coursework. In many states, these teachers may move 

up the career ladder without pursuing a formal bachelor’s degree. Therefore, credential 

and associate degree programs still need to be high-quality programs that ensure students 

receive the skills they need to be effective. These programs must also continue to evolve 

as the demands of the early childhood education field change and expand. As a result, this 

paper offers recommendations both for (1) improving quality of and access to traditional 

community college early childhood offerings, and (2) enabling more community college 

students to continue on to earn four-year degrees. 

Promising Strategies for Improving Access and Completion in 
Community College Early Childhood Programs 

Community colleges and states have adopted a variety of promising practices to reduce 

barriers that current and prospective early educators face to accessing postsecondary 

education, and help them successfully complete degrees and credentials. Scheduling 

accommodations, online programs, supports for English language learners, new approaches 

to remedial education, and financial assistance can all reduce barriers facing early 

childhood educators. Improved advising and cohort models can also contribute to higher 

rates of successful completion and articulation to four-year degree programs.

Offering Coursework in Times and Places That Are Accessible to Early  

Childhood Educators 

Many early childhood programs have adopted scheduling accommodations to ensure 

students can attend classes while juggling work and familial responsibilities. For example, 

the Central New Mexico Community College ECE program in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

has adopted student centered-scheduling.84 All classes are available one night a week, in 

order to decrease the amount of time students spend away from their families. Additionally, 

while the majority of the program’s classes start at 6 p.m. to accommodate those working 

during the day, the program offers a morning section for child care workers who work in the 

afternoon or evening.85 The program also offers Saturday classes for those who are unable 

to attend during the week. 

Many ECE community college programs have adopted weekend classes to accommodate 

students. At Bronx Manhattan Community College (BMCC) in New York City, every class 

offered during the weekday has at least one section offered on evenings and weekends.86  
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BMCC has classes on Saturdays and Sundays and as late as 10 p.m.87  Some community college 

ECE programs also provide classes in community locations to help students who may have 

trouble driving to campus. For example, De Anza Community College in Silicon Valley, Calif., 

offers classes at community sites in order to remove transportation as a possible barrier.88

Additionally, a number of early childhood programs have adopted part-time or completely 

online programs to accommodate students who work and/or can’t leave their children for 

night classes. It’s unclear exactly how many community college early childhood education 

programs utilize online courses.89 A national review of distance learning programs in early 

childhood professional development found that 27 of 73 surveyed educational institutions 

offered online coursework leading to the associate degree.90 Moreover, according to 

IPEDS data, 58 community colleges offer an online associate degree in early childhood 

education.91 Research regarding low-income students and online courses is somewhat 

mixed,92 but the flexibility of online courses may make them more accessible to early 

childhood educators who face transportation or scheduling barriers to accessing traditional 

in-person courses.93 

Flexibility in Practicum Experiences 

Practicum requirements can also create barriers for early childhood educators. Many 

associate degree programs require students to complete practicum placements in a variety 

of settings that serve children of different age levels and/or in programs that are deemed to 

be high quality. However, early childhood education students who are already working in 

the field may struggle to complete practicum placements outside of their current place of 

employment. Many early childhood degree programs allow early educators already working 

in the field to complete all or some of their practicum requirements in their current place of 

employment. 

Some individual programs have developed ways to address the specific challenges 

practicum programs present. For example, Stanly Community College is a fully online 

program with students from across North Carolina. This program allows most students to 

Rio Salado in Tempe, Ariz., was one of the first early childhood programs to embrace online coursework. Rio 

Salado was established by the Maricopa Community College District’s governing board in 1978. By 1996, Rio 

Salado was the first community college to move completely online. Rio Salado has 40 start dates a year instead 

of a regular fall, spring, and summer semester schedule. With multiple start dates, students in the same course 

can start at different times and work at their own pace and timeline. Rio Salado provides student support 

services—tutoring, library services, and counseling-online as well.

Rio Salado Community College, Online Learning Pioneer
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complete their practicum in their place of employment, as long as their center is rated three 

stars on North Carolina’s QRIS system. The community college contracts with individuals 

across the state so students can be observed in their place of employment and are not 

forced to lose working hours.

Moreover, the NAEYC accreditation field experience requirement has been designed 

to balance a student’s need to hold her job and income, the need of the children in the 

student’s classroom for stability, and concerns about the quality of field experiences. 

NAEYC field experiences are designed to support a birth through age 8 experience across 

multiple program settings (child care, Head Start, and early grades) and to allow most field 

work to take place at the student’s worksite with some time in other age groups and other 

programs and with additional supports for quality learning experiences when a student’s 

work site is not high quality.

Rethinking Remedial Education 

As noted above, the need to complete remedial or developmental education prior to 

entering credit-bearing coursework can be a major barrier to postsecondary education 

for many early educators—particularly those who have been in the workforce for many 

years and have not been enrolled in school in a long time. Several community colleges are 

experimenting with new ways to better serve students in need of developmental education. 

Integrated Basic Skills Training, or I-BEST, is one such model. This model originated in 

Washington state. The Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges 

(SBTC) developed the model in partnership with the state’s 29 community colleges and five 

technical colleges.94 In the I-BEST model, a community college can accelerate coursework 

for low-skilled adults by integrating adult basic education and career technical education 

through team-taught classes. The goal of I-BEST is to increase the rate at which students 

with lower academic skills are able to succeed in college-level coursework. Early childhood 

education was one of the program areas in the initial demonstration project piloted at 10 

community and technical colleges in 2004. I-BEST has since been implemented across 

all 34 colleges in the Washington community college and technical system, including 22 

early childhood education programs.95 Several community colleges in New Mexico have 

also adopted the I-BEST model in their early childhood education programs. In 2012, a 

consortium of New Mexico community colleges received funding from the U.S. Department 

of Labor’s Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training grant 

program to create I-BEST programs across a number of majors, including early childhood 

education.96 At Central New Mexico Community College, the I-BEST program pairs the 

first early childhood education course with English as a second language (ESL) instruction. 

An examination of I-BEST students in Washington found that I-BEST students earned 

substantially more college credits than their peers, were much more likely to earn an award, 

and were moderately more likely to achieve a basic skills gain.97
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Oregon’s Pathways for Adult Basic Skills Transition to Education and Work Initiative 

(OPABS) is another model. Oregon’s Department of Community Colleges and Workforce 

Development launched the program in 2006 with the goal of transforming the delivery of 

adult basic skills (ABS) education in the state.98 Since then, adult basic education/ESL bridge 

curricula have been introduced for 15 new career pathways, including early childhood 

education. Lane Community College and Rogue Community College’s early childhood 

education programs have both developed ABS support courses providing contextualized 

basic skills instruction.99

Wisconsin’s Technical College System has developed a similar approach for offering 

blended or contextualized early childhood education courses that are team-taught by early 

childhood education (ECE) instructors and Adult Basic Education (ABE) instructors.100  

Students can be dual enrolled ABE/ECE students and are allowed to enroll in credit-

bearing coursework even when they don’t make the school’s required test score cutoff. 

One community college offering this program, Nicolet Community College, has seen a 90 

percent increase in adult basic education students’ reading and writing levels.101 

Supporting Students Who Are English Language Learners 

As noted above, demographic changes in the population of children under 5 have increased 

the need for a diverse, well-trained early childhood workforce that can deliver linguistically 

and culturally competent care. For example, one in three children enrolled in Head 

Start is classified as a dual language learner.102 Recognizing the need to better support 

development of an increasingly linguistically diverse population of children, the latest 

Promising Practices: T.E.A.C.H. and WAGE$ 

T.E.A.C.H. is a three-way partnership among the program, the student, and the student’s employer. Under the standard 

program, a student commits to taking 8-15 credit hours per year and staying with their employer at least a year after the 

contract. At the end of the contract year, T.E.A.C.H. and the employer both pay the student. 

T.E.A.C.H. scholarships provide robust economic supports (tuition and book assistance, paid leave time, internet and/or 

travel stipend, and completion bonus) as well as individual counselors for each student.

Another national model for implementing state-sponsored incentive programs is the Child Care WAGE$ Project, which 

was developed by the creators of T.E.A.C.H. WAGE$ provides salary stipends to teachers who obtain higher education. 

Participating educators receive income supplements every six months as long as they remain with the same employer. 

However, only five states have adopted this model. Currently, only 14 states provide a statewide wage stipend program 

analogous to WAGE$ and two states provide tax credits to ECE teachers. 

Sidebar
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Head Start Performance Standards set forth a variety of requirements related to serving 

dual language learners.103 These requirements, which reflect research on young children’s 

language and literacy development, will require significant increases in programs’ capacity 

to serve dual language learners. As a result, there is a need to build the skills of early 

childhood workers who speak languages other than English.

Community colleges can play an important role in supporting postsecondary access for the 

many early childhood workers who speak a language other than English. A small number of 

community colleges have adopted coursework in languages other than English or bilingual 

instruction in early childhood education programs. For example, De Anza Community 

College has been providing child development courses taught in Spanish since 2004.104  

Before 2004, the De Anza Child Development and Education Department worked with 

local county agencies to modify their program to help Spanish-speaking students achieve 

success. This includes scholarships for college fees and supplies, and classes taught in 

community sites so transportation would not be a challenge.105 Central New Mexico 

Community College is another program that has modified its program to meet community 

needs. CNMCC offers its entire associate degree program in Spanish. Almost 50 percent of 

its total program population is enrolled in Spanish early childhood courses.106 Milwaukee 

Area Technical College is the only program in Wisconsin that offers its entire associate 

degree in early childhood education in Spanish.107 The City College of San Francisco offers 

its 12 core child development courses in Spanish, Cantonese, and Mandarin and offers 

advising in English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Spanish, and Vietnamese.108

Providing Financial Assistance 

A number of states utilize scholarships and bonus incentives to increase ECE student 

degree attainment and reduce the financial burden ECE students face. Yet these funding 

sources are not sufficient to cover the majority of early childhood educators currently 

pursuing higher education, let alone those who would be interested in furthering their 

education if additional financial support were available. Twenty-three states offer 

T.E.A.C.H. scholarships for current early childhood educators pursuing postsecondary 

education. In 2016, the program helped 15,523 early childhood professionals across 24 

states increase their level of postsecondary education.109 Several states have adopted other 

state scholarship or incentive programs for early childhood educators.110 Between 2012 

and 2016, a number of states used Race to the Top Early Learning Challenge (RTT-ELC) 

funding to expand these programs.111 A handful of states currently fund early educator 

scholarships with Child Care and Development and Block Grant (CCDBG) funding.112 

Some of these programs, however, do not cover the full cost to earn postsecondary 

credentials. The Virginia Child Care Provider Scholarship, for example, only covers up to 

eight college courses or a maximum lifetime award of $2,988, whichever occurs first.113 As 

a result, students who cannot afford to pay for additional credits can take much longer to 

earn an associate degree. 
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In addition to tuition assistance, some community colleges offer financial assistance to 

students who suffer financial emergencies.114 This problem is not unique to early childhood 

education; other research finds that at least 100 colleges and universities have adopted 

emergency aid programs as a retention strategy.115 But because family emergencies can 

often derail ECE students’ educational careers, such financial assistance can play an 

important role in helping ECE students stay on track. 

Advising

Advising is a key strategy used by community college ECE programs to help students 

complete their associate degrees and transition to four-year degree programs. Many 

early childhood programs benefit from campus-wide adoption of intentional advising. For 

example, Front Range Community College, which has four campuses in Colorado, recently 

adopted the use of pathway advisers college-wide.116 Every single early childhood student—

whether online or in person is provided with an early childhood-specific adviser whom they 

meet following a mandatory orientation. The advisers talk with the students and outline the 

student’s degree pathway. Professor Allison Thielke explained: “We were losing students 

all the time because they weren’t following the advising plan. Now we are being very 

intentional with our pathway advisers.” 117  

Some community colleges are implementing guided pathways as a strategy to help students 

earn degrees or credentials in a timely fashion. Guided pathways provide students with a 

clear academic roadmap that outlines a timeline toward completion, courses to take each 

semester, and career and transfer opportunities. This approach is designed to change the fact 

that community colleges have historically allowed students to choose their programs and 

courses with minimal guidance on career alignment. Colleges implementing guided pathways 

often practice “intrusive advising,” which involves deliberate contact with students intended 

to develop a caring and beneficial relationship that leads to increased academic motivation 

and persistence. Intrusive advising often involves utilizing an early warning system that 

alerts advisers if a student is at risk of academic trouble so the adviser can intervene.118 The 

intrusive advising model is effective because it relies on constant, data-driven guidance. Both 

Miami Dade College and Valencia College in Florida have strong, pathways-centered advising 

systems across their various programs that are supported by mandatory intrusive advising 

practices and technology that helps identify students when they fall off track. 119

The Ivy Tech Community College System in Indiana recently adopted a similar model across 

its various campuses, including its early education programs. The model, called Ivy Advising, 

collects data that predicts with 80 percent accuracy which students will be successful 

and which students will struggle. Students identified as struggling are flagged and their 

adviser contacts them weekly. Ivy’s advising system also sends flags any time a student is 

late submitting an assignment.120 Since community colleges often need to take a strategic 

approach to advising, research suggests that community college advising is best when it’s 

sustained, strategic, intrusive, and integrated and personalized.121 
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Cohort Models

A number of ECE community college programs have adopted cohort models to help 

nontraditional students complete courses. Cohort models entail grouping together a 

small number of students who begin a program of study together and advance through 

coursework as a group.122 By grouping nontraditional, adult students together, cohorts can 

focus on content most relevant to these students and connect their academic work to their 

classroom experiences. Cohort models have been found to create a support network and 

a sense of belonging that helps students build confidence. Evaluations of cohort learning 

programs in other disciplines have found that cohort models have a positive impact on 

academic achievement, persistence, and attitudes about coursework.123 Cohort models 

have been adopted by early childhood programs across California as a result of tobacco-

tax money targeted for early childhood services.124 The practice has also been adopted 

by community college early childhood programs in Illinois,125 Massachusetts,126 North 

Carolina,127 Oregon,128 Rhode Island,129 Tennessee,130 Washington,131 and Wisconsin.132  

For example, Skagit Valley College in Washington state established a cohort program for 

teachers pursuing college coursework while working in early childhood programs run by 

the Washington State Migrant Council, Skagit-Islands Head Start, and the Samish Indian 

Nation.133 The City College of San Francisco (CCSF) utilizes a cohort model to serve first-

generation and low-income early education students with the ultimate goal of transferring 

to San Francisco State University, where they can earn a bachelor’s degree in Child and 

Adolescent Development. CCSF uses cohorts, which they call Metro Academies, across 

program disciplines and envisions them as a comprehensive redesign of the first two 

years of college. CCSF has two Metro Academies focused on early childhood education. 

Each academy includes two components: a guided pathway of general education courses 

required to matriculate into a California State University (CSU), with students taking linked 

courses each semester, and student services including in-class academic support, tutoring, 

and academic counselors. Metro Academy CAD students take eight classes together over 

four semesters. 

Onward and Upward: Innovative Strategies to Address  
Program Articulation, Shorten Time to Degree, and Address 
Workforce Realities

Beyond helping early childhood educators complete their course of study at community 

colleges, some states and institutions have also implemented policies and programs 

intended to encourage or help community college early childhood students to continue 

their education at four-year institutions and eventually earn a bachelor’s degree and, in 

some cases, state teaching certificate. Promising approaches include stackable credentials, 

statewide articulation policies and agreements, competency-based articulation, and credit 

for prior learning. States that have adopted these strategies can provide key lessons for the 

broader field. 
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Stackable Credentials 

Stackable credentials are sequences of credentials that can be accumulated over time 

to build an individual’s qualifications and help them move along a career pathway or up a 

career ladder.134 In practice, this means that individuals who pursue a credential can then 

apply those credits toward an associate degree and subsequently apply associate degree 

credits toward a bachelor’s degree. State Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS) 

and workforce systems often support stackable credentials by recognizing completion of 

incremental credentials leading to the two-year degree. Recognizing incremental progress 

may help to prevent current early childhood educators, who may take a long time to earn 

an associate degree, from becoming discouraged, and encourage them to continue their 

education. As a result, stackable credential models can both increase rates of certificate 

and two-year degree completion and enable successful completers of those degrees to go 

on to earn a bachelor’s degree. In a well-designed stackable credential pathway, community 

colleges would offer programs of study that stack onto a bachelor’s degree, reducing the 

cost of the first two years of a four-year degree program. This approach, however, only 

works in a system that already has strong articulation policies and practices between two- 

and four-year institutions.

Illinois and Washington both adopted statewide stackable credentials as part of their 

RTT-ELC efforts.135 In Washington state, early childhood professionals can obtain three 

certificates as they work towards an Associate in Arts (A.A.) or an Associate in Applied 

Science–Transfer (A.A.S.-T) degree—the initial certificate, the short ECE certificate of 

specialization, and the ECE state certificate, which build on one another in a sequential 

manner.136 This process has been standardized across the state and aligned with the 

Washington State Core Competencies for Early Care and Education Professionals, the 

Washington State Career Lattice for Early Care and Education Professionals, and NAEYC 

Standards for Teacher Preparation. As a result, community colleges offer common courses, 

course titles, course numbers, course descriptions, and student outcomes. 

Articulation 

A major obstacle facing early childhood community college programs is that current 

academic policies and practices limit the transfer and articulation of credits between 

community colleges and four-year colleges and universities. The general lack of alignment 

between two-year and four-year programs leads students to lose credits, take duplicative 

courses, and lengthen their time to completion.

A number of factors contribute to this problem. First, many early childhood education 

students enter community colleges through programs like the A.A.S., which have 

traditionally been understood to be terminal degrees. In many states, schools of education 

that confer bachelor’s degrees leading to teacher licensure would prefer community college 

students complete core courses instead of the early childhood-specific coursework that 
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constitutes most A.A.S. programs. In many cases, Council for the Accreditation of Educator 

Preparation (CAEP) accreditation and teacher certification requirements contribute 

to transfer and continuation challenges. For example, sometimes even when program 

offerings between two- and four-year institutions appear congruent, four-year institutions 

will not allow students to receive credit for taking a course at a two-year institution if the 

course is required for teacher certification. In some states these courses are called key 

assessments or gateway courses, and students are required to pass these courses in order 

to receive admittance to an education school and be able to pursue licensure.137 This leads 

students to take duplicative coursework, lengthening their time to completion and making 

it more costly. In some cases, associate degree students who complete coursework with a 

minimum GPA may be guaranteed acceptance into a four-year institution but still face the 

barrier of course requirements they must take at the four-year institution before they can 

be admitted to the education program.138

Additionally, disparate articulation agreements with different four-year partners creates 

further complications for students. While a handful of states have statewide articulation, 

community college ECE programs in most states have numerous articulation agreements. 

This creates further hurdles for students who may not understand the difference between 

four-year programs or have a clear sense of which institution they want to or can afford to 

attend to complete their degree.

Many states have addressed articulation issues between public two-year and four-year 

programs through legislation or higher education governing board policies.139 These 

approaches do not traditionally focus on early childhood education programs or completely 

resolve the many issues associated with credit transfer. But a handful of states have passed 

articulation legislation or adopted articulation policies that have alleviated some of the 

challenges facing ECE students who transition to four-year programs.

For example, in 2007, New Jersey passed the Lampitt Law, which modified conventional 

articulation agreements by requiring any public four-year college to accept as fully 

transferable any A.A. or A.S. degree from a community college in the state.140 Under this 

law, 100- and 200- level courses at the community college level that cover the same 

subject matter as 100- and 200-level courses at the four-year institutions are accepted as 

equivalent.141 In 2010, Pennsylvania passed legislation requiring institutions to accept the 

transfer of Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degrees, including early childhood 

education, toward the graduation requirements of parallel bachelor’s degree programs.142  

As a result, the Pennsylvania Office of Child Development and Early Learning and the 

Pennsylvania Keys partnered together with colleges and universities across the state—

encompassing all of the state’s community colleges and many of the four-year institutions, 

including all 14 of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE) 
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institutions—to create a myriad of program-to-program articulation agreements in early 

childhood education based on NAEYC competencies.143 In 2013, California passed the 

Student Transfer Achievement Reform Act, which requires community colleges to create an 

associate degree transfer in every major offered by the college. California State University 

campuses must accept these transfer degrees and guarantee admission with junior status 

to any community college student who meets the requirements outlined in the law.144 In 

2013, the Indiana legislature enacted a law that required each educational institution in 

the state to work together with the Commission for Higher Education to create a single 

articulation pathway (known as the Transfer Single Articulation Pathway or TSAP) for each 

programmatic area, including early childhood education. The law required all programs to 

implement these single articulation pathways by May of 2015.145 Colorado, Connecticut, 

Massachusetts, South Carolina, and Tennessee have all adopted statewide articulation 

agreements for all programs including early childhood teacher education.146 

State experience to date highlights a number of best practices related to articulation. 

First, three alignment strategies make articulation easier: common course numbering, 

statewide common course catalogue, and common course curriculum.147 Utilizing common 

course numbers, titles, and descriptions across community colleges allows for more 

standardization in a complex system where students often move back and forth between 

institutions. 

Second, successful articulation requires more than an agreement written on paper. The 

most effective articulation policies incentivize or require two- and four-year programs to 

work together to create alignment and ease student transition.148 For this reason, it can 

be useful to provide funding for two- and four-year faculty who dedicate time to working 

together.149 Finally, states should mandate a governing entity responsible for articulation 

oversight and monitoring of articulation implementation.150 

A handful of states have used a competency-based approach to strengthen their EC 

degree articulation between two-year and four-year institutions. Competency-based 

education relies on two main principles: The requirements to earn a degree are presented 

as measurable learning outcomes and general competencies, and learning is demonstrated 

through assessments of what students know, understand, and can demonstrate in 

practice.151 This approach requires institutions of higher education to focus on the skills 

and knowledge early childhood educators need to be successful and determine at which 

institution students will acquire those skills and competencies. Using a competency-based 

approach allows for innovation in tailoring coursework to core competencies required for 

professional success. A competency-based approach also minimizes course duplication and 

accumulation of duplicative credits and can increase the higher education system’s ability 

to provide personalized learning based on individuals’ strengths and weaknesses.
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Even in the absence of broader state policy changes, collaboration between two-year 

colleges, four-year colleges and universities, and early childhood leaders can support 

improvements in early childhood articulation. In 2013, the T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood® 

National Center funded teams from ten states—Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, 

Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, West Virginia, and Wisconsin—to work on improving 

their state’s early childhood education program articulation over two years.152 Teams 

were provided funding to support their work, ongoing technical assistance, and access to 

trainings, expert speakers, and peer interactions and support.153 The original goal was for 

the seven states without statewide policies to create statewide articulation agreements, 

but most of the state teams amended this goal and embraced precursor strategies including 

curriculum alignment, common courses, and regional articulation as precursor strategies.154  

Eight of the states still have teams actively working on statewide articulation.155 

Figure 2
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Source: Author’s own analysis.
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Credit for Prior Learning 

initiatives recognize 

that early childhood 

professionals may 

have mastered skills 

and concepts through 

non-credit-bearing 

professional development 

or years of work in the 

field even if they have 

relatively little formal 

postsecondary education.

Credit for Prior Learning

Some states have experimented with awarding college credit for prior learning (CPL) as 

a way to reduce cost and time required for current early childhood educators to earn 

degrees. These initiatives enable early childhood educators to demonstrate competencies 

and earn credit towards a degree without having to repeat coursework. CPL initiatives 

recognize that early childhood professionals may have mastered skills and concepts 

through non-credit-bearing professional development or years of work in the field 

even if they have relatively little formal postsecondary education. Oregon, for example, 

established a means to award college credit for prior learning and experience as part of 

an effort to align professional development learning across its system. All early childhood 

educators participating in Oregon’s state registry are assigned one of 12 “steps” based on 

their education, experience, and informal training. An ECE professional rated at step seven 

or above can enroll at one of the 17 Oregon community colleges and receive 9-15 credits 

for prior learning and experience.156 Each community college is allowed to determine the 

number of credits to award and the subject areas to which those credits will apply. The 

credits are applied as electives related to ECE and not as general education electives. 

Wisconsin157 and South Carolina158 are among the other states piloting CPL initiatives.

CPL initiatives are promising solutions that recognize the skills of early childhood 

educators and help them earn formal credentials. However, they also have limitations. 

First, competency in ECE skills does not necessarily mean an individual is ready to take 

other credit-bearing higher education coursework. As a result, awarding credits to an ECE 

practitioner may not reduce barriers to degree completion for early educators who lack 

academic skills needed to complete additional credit-bearing courses. Second, CPL is likely 

only a viable strategy in a state that has seamless articulation or a clearly articulated career 

pathway. Further, students who complete an associate degree with CPL credits may face 

new barriers to continuing their education if four-year universities in the state refuse to 

accept those credits.

Apprenticeship models offer another option that includes credit for prior learning, provides 

high-quality on-the-job learning experiences, and addresses some of the compensation 

challenges described above.159 Several community colleges are partners in such systems.
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New Mexico

New Mexico has been a national leader in early childhood articulation, having first adopted 

the practice in 1997. In the last 20 years, New Mexico has refined its early childhood articulation 

process and created a system that provides many lessons for the broader field. Early on, leaders in 

New Mexico decided that their early childhood higher education system needed to be inclusive (birth 

through third grade), fully articulated, and competency-based. These foundational decisions set New 

Mexico apart from most other states.

New Mexico’s first step in creating an inclusive, fully articulated, and competency-based system was 

creating a higher education task force in 1995. Higher education faculty first joined together informally 

to discuss the implications of New Mexico approving a birth through third grade BA-level early childhood 

teacher license. The group of faculty decided to keep meeting to discuss articulation between two- and 

four-year programs and eventually formed the state’s formal Early Childhood Higher Education Taskforce. 

The Taskforce decided to adopt a career lattice framework beginning with an entry-level course and 

concluding with a master’s degree. Committed to a competency-based framework, the team decided that 

at each level of the career lattice, the same seven competencies would be addressed. As a result, each 

institution in the state decided to develop a course of study that incorporated competencies into their AA 

or BA programs. While working to address articulation of competencies, the taskforce realized that the 

issue of transfer presented challenges in terms of faculty confidence that students could demonstrate a 

given competency level. Portfolios, initially adopted as a solution to this problem, are now used exclusively 

as a tool to seek credit for prior learning.

Over time, New Mexico’s Higher Education Taskforce realized a universal catalog of courses was 

necessary to establish a statewide system of credit for prior learning and ensure classes taken at one 

institution could transfer seamlessly to another institution. To push the planning forward, two members 

of the taskforce developed New Mexico’s Common Competencies for Early Childhood Professional 

Preparation based on the four levels of competence to match the levels in the career lattice. Next, 

the Higher Education Taskforce voted in 2001 to create a uniform course curriculum based on these 

State Profiles

Continued on next page
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competencies. Shortly afterwards, the 20 two- and four-year programs in the state adopted this common 

core curriculum and syllabi. This core design is updated at least every five years and all staff are invited to 

an annual Faculty Institute for targeted professional development.

The next challenge was figuring out a system of articulation from two-year institutions to four-year 

institutions. The taskforce supported passage of legislation that mandated the transfer of 64 credits from 

two-year to four-year institutions. The common core content also facilitated the implementation of a 

64- to 65-hour transfer module from two-year to four-year institutions. Making this a reality required 

compromises: For example, four-year institutions had to give up some of the upper division courses to the 

two-year colleges to be taught at the lower divisions.

New Mexico has continued to refine its early childhood education higher education landscape. 

Recognizing a need for further options within the field, the state established a state-issued equivalent to 

the CDA. Recognizing that the field was growing, that many students were interested in working in the 

public school system, and that birth through age 8 was too large of an age span to cover completely, the 

state established three pathways — Early Childhood Teacher (with two separate pathways: birth through 

age 4 and age 3 through grade 3), Early Childhood Program Administrator, and Family, Infant and Toddler 

Studies—all of which may eventually lead to four-year degrees.

Illinois

Illinois took a novel route to adopting competency-based articulation. It used Race to the Top 

Early Learning Challenge (RTT-ELC) funding to award innovation grants to partnerships of two-

year and four-year institutions, and one of these partnership teams created a competency-based 

framework that was later adopted by the broader field. 

Illinois used RTT-ELC funding to strengthen the connections between Gateways Opportunity, its 

professional development and registry system, and the state’s colleges and universities. This included 

launching Educator Preparation Pathway Innovation (EPPI) grants — competitive grant funding awarded 

to innovative partnerships between two-year and four-year programs. Some of the projects included: 

creating seamless pathways between two-year and four-year institutions, providing advising to ensure 

seamless transfer for students, and creating flexible pathways for degree attainment that allow students 

to take some coursework at community colleges and other coursework at four-year universities. A total of 

19 individual community colleges were associated with one or more of the individual grants. 

Continued on next page
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Staff involved with these grants reported that they had a large positive impact in enhancing articulation 

pathways between the partners and allowing partners to better integrate Illinois’ Gateways to 

Opportunity credentialing system into their own programs. Stephanie Bernoteit from the Illinois Board of 

Higher Education identified the EPPI grants as an important lever for progress: “The applicants had to be 

partners. The fiscal agent had to be a four-year. We put money on the table and put impetus on the four-

year. That has the possibility of re-creating hierarchical issues, but here it brought the four-years to come 

to the table.”

One of these partnerships led to the development of a well-articulated set of 56 competencies. Staff 

working together from Heartland Community College, Illinois Valley Community College, Illinois Central 

College, and Illinois State University envisioned competencies as a way to ensure key assessments would 

not be a barrier to articulation. This team realigned each of Illinois’ existing 357 Gateways Credential 

benchmarks into 56 professional competencies spanning four levels of the Gateways ECE Credentials. 

They then shared these competencies with the wider field, and state leaders recognized they could be 

leveraged to reduce credit loss and improve credential and degree attainment. The Illinois Board of Higher 

Education and the Illinois Community College Board partnered to launch a technical assistance project 

that supported faculty at two- and four-year institutions to align ECE coursework to competencies, 

creating a coherent course sequence that further supported transfer and completion. A higher education 

administrator reported that over 80 percent of the higher education institutions voluntarily changed and 

aligned coursework. Illinois is now piloting efforts to award Credit for Prior Learning for time in the field. 

The longer-term goal is to move the state professional development system to full competency alignment. 

In other words, within the Gateways Registry individuals would develop professional development 

plans aligned to competencies. A teacher in the field with an associate degree would receive mentoring, 

coaching, and targeted professional development. Ultimately, they would be evaluated by their director 

based on competencies and would be able to take a prior learning assessment to help them complete their 

bachelor’s degree.

Faculty and administrators involved in the competency work emphasized that RTT-ELC funding was a 

critical lever in accelerating this work. Stephanie Bernoteit stated: “It’s possible we would have been 

moving in this direction anyway but it wouldn’t have happened as quickly and widely without RTT-ELC.” 

Small stipends provided to faculty were essential to the success of this program. Professor Johnna 

Darragh Ernst said: “One of the main variables is time. When you are sitting down and pulling apart your 

curriculum and building pathways for students, that takes so much time. The stipend really enabled and 

supported that time.”

Continued on next page
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North Carolina

In recent years, North Carolina has used RTT-ELC funding to launch a number of initiatives to 

address early childhood education program quality and completion. Three initiatives addressed 

community college programs: the Early Childhood Education Innovation Fund (ECEIF), Growing 

Greatness, and a NAEYC accreditation project. 

Even before launching these initiatives, North Carolina benefited from a well-aligned community college 

system. All 58 community colleges have adopted a common course catalog for early childhood education 

classes, which makes credits portable within the state. 

ECEIF was designed to increase access to and quality of early childhood education programs. The project 

specifically focused on identifying barriers to ECE student success and evaluating strategies to alleviate 

those barriers. During the first round, eight community colleges received funds to pilot strategies 

addressing common barriers to completion, such as language barriers or remediation. These eight 

community colleges launched a series of program improvements including: making coursework bilingual, 

co-teaching entry-level coursework, hiring bilingual instructors, adopting the use of cohort models, and 

creating weekend cohort options. One innovation that proved to be successful was pairing developmental 

modules and/or English as a second language (ESL) content with curriculum courses. Community colleges 

found that students enrolled in these courses were more successful than students who were enrolled in 

curriculum courses without additional support.

The second round of ECEIF funded the Growing Greatness Project, a curriculum alignment project that 

brought together faculty from all 58 community colleges in the state. Goals of this one-year project 

included updating the program of study to support enhanced career pathways and bringing faculty 

together to develop articulation and collaboration strategies. Through this project, community college 

courses were aligned to NAEYC standards and state pre-k standards.

Through the NAEYC accreditation project, North Carolina helped programs apply for NAEYC 

accreditation. By the end of the grant period, 39 of the 58 community colleges in the state had received 

NAEYC accreditation.

More recently, the North Carolina legislature passed a bill requiring the Board of Governors of the 

University of North Carolina and the State Board of Community Colleges to create an articulation 

agreement for all public two- and four-year early childhood education programs by March 1, 2018.
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T
he promising state and institution-level practices described above offer lessons 

and models for other states and institutions seeking to leverage community college 

capacity to strengthen the early childhood workforce. But they also highlight 

continuing challenges in the field and areas where new policies and solutions are needed. 

This analysis highlights several recommendations for institutions, state-level policymakers, 

and the broader field. 

Recommendations for Community Colleges

Collect more strategic and complete data: Community colleges need to collect additional 

data about their ECE students so they can understand the unique needs of their student 

population, including how long it takes students to obtain an associate degree and whether 

a student transfers and completes a four-year degree. Community colleges should survey 

students who return to complete their education after a pause so they can identify the 

most common reasons students pause their education. Finally, community colleges should 

survey program students to understand how many have familial responsibilities and what 

percentage of students are in need of child care assistance.

Create networked improvement communities: Given the limited research that exists 

on early childhood higher education program quality and early childhood education 

teacher preparation, degree programs should adopt their own approach to continuous 

improvement. To that end, programs must examine their data and determine the most 

salient barriers preventing student success in their program. Research conducted by Tony 

Recommendations
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Bryk on networked improvement communities formed to address the lack of student 

success in developmental math illustrates the effectiveness of bringing community 

colleges together to solve pressing system-wide challenges. To that end, programs should 

join together with peer institutions to form networked improvement communities 

focused on resolving state-level issues and identifying effective strategies for increasing 

program quality.

Adopt appropriate student supports: Once community college programs better 

understand the unique needs and challenges of their student population, they can 

determine the appropriate supports necessary to move their students towards 

completion. Institutions that decide to adopt online learning should learn from leaders in 

the field. Similarly, institutions that need better remediation programs should examine 

successful models such as I-BEST and OPABS. The majority of programs will benefit from 

reexamining their advising practices and ensuring advisers are well supported to provide 

intentional support.

Invest in programs for students who are English language learners: Very few community 

colleges provide early childhood education programs in languages other than English. This 

is a major problem for the field. Programs should examine the language needs of their local 

early childhood workforce community and develop a plan for serving bilingual and English-

learner students, including bilingual programming and programs that allow students to 

obtain workforce skills while also mastering English.

Recommendations for State Policymakers

Create incentives for community colleges to continue early childhood programs: In 

a higher education landscape focused on outcomes and performance, early childhood 

programs are likely to be seen as a liability by some institutions. States should craft 

performance-based schemes that account for and incentivize programs training people for 

low-wage but socially necessary jobs (i.e., child care, health care).

Create, adopt, and invest in programs to provide scholarships, incentives, and loan 

forgiveness to early childhood educators: If states truly want to transform their early 

childhood workforce, they must seriously address the fact that early childhood educators 

have little financial incentive to pursue further education. Scholarships, incentives, and 

loan forgiveness are necessary to move the field forward. States should make sustained 

investments in these financial programs. States can use their Child Care and Development 

Block Grant (CCDBG) training or development or quality set-aside funds and ESSA Title II, 

Part A funds to fund these financial supports.

Require community college systems (and four-year programs) to adopt uniform course 

numbering: This is an easy first step that will help make complete articulation an easier 

final goal. 
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Take a truly strategic approach to articulation: Mandating articulation agreements is often 

only the first step. States should incentive two- and four-year program faculty to work 

together and provide funding to faculty who work on designing competencies and aligning 

curricula. States should encourage their articulation committees to develop a pathways 

approach that uses competencies to align courses. States can use Child Care Development 

Block Grant (CCDBG) funding to fund articulation work.

Think creatively about how higher education strategies relate to other state investments 

in early childhood infrastructure and policies: In New Mexico and Illinois, stakeholders 

working on articulation used the state’s existing standards and core competencies to 

better align their articulation process and make a fully comprehensive career ladder. Since 

most states have already adopted competencies, they should use them as a foundation to 

strengthen their articulation process. Additionally, states that have incentivized NAEYC 

accreditation can use NAEYC and CAEP standards to strengthen articulation as well. States 

should ensure they consider how credit for prior learning and professional development 

provided through their workforce registries fits into the larger system they are creating 

through articulation. States should also consider how they can use their existing workforce 

registries and QRIS systems to improve higher education program quality, improve data 

collection about the early childhood education workforce, and strengthen professional 

development for the field. States should ensure that statewide QRIS systems incentivize 

higher education and provide scholarships. States that use observational assessments, 

such as the ECERS or CLASS, in their QRIS systems should partner with community 

colleges to make sure the metrics utilized in their state system are integrated in community 

college ECE programs. States could also explore opportunities to share observational data 

collected for QRIS with students and community colleges to inform ongoing improvement, 

while ensuring appropriate protections for individual privacy. 

Examine statewide ECE community college program quality: Most states have focused 

on getting students through degree programs or ensuring program requirements listed 

on paper align with certain topics. Little to no attention has focused on program outcomes 

as measured in teachers’ skill growth or effectiveness. States should examine community 

college curricula and determine if they align with the competencies of successful early 

childhood workers. 

Recommendations for Federal Government

Encourage states to tackle cross-system work: RTT-ELC was a cost-effective way to help 

states create infrastructure to address the challenges catalogued above. The intentionally 

of RTT was a key lever to help states consider and tackle cross-system work. The federal 

government could use existing funding streams like ESSA Title II, CCDBG, Higher Education 

Act, or Preschool Development Grants to award money to states that have designed plans 

to address cross-system articulation work.
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End ban on student unit records: One way to better track early childhood education 

community college students would be through a system that tracks individual student data. 

Federal legislation currently prohibits adoption of such a system. If this prohibition were 

removed, more robust data could be collected on student completion, transfer, and retention.

Ensure existing financial aid systems better serve ECE teachers who seek additional 

education: Congress should consider providing financial aid for part-time students and 

extending federal loan forgiveness and tax credits for K-12 teachers to ECE teachers. 

Recommendations for the Field

Develop a clear vision regarding role of community colleges: Policymakers and community 

college leadership need to have a clear vision and realistic expectations of the role 

community colleges will play in cultivating the early childhood workforce in a constantly 

evolving landscape. Those expectations need to be grounded in current roles and capacities 

as well as a clear understanding of the population each community college can adequately 

serve. States and community college leaders need to align policy, resources, and systems to 

support those expectations.

Address underlying labor market challenges in the field: Policymakers and stakeholders 

have an opportunity to improve the quality and effectiveness of community college 

programs as a source of training early childhood educators and as an on-ramp to higher 

education. But these strategies are not a substitute for addressing underlying labor market 

challenges in the field. Without strategies to address the low compensation and difficult 

working conditions of early educators, the impact of higher education strategies will be 

limited. At the same time, it is important to invest in and cultivate community college 

systems to be prepared to support early childhood educators in earning skills they need 

while relevant stakeholders work to address labor market issues more broadly.

Conduct studies to examine quality of ECE educator prep programs: Currently, ECE 

prep program quality is barely measured, and therefore poorly examined and tracked. 

Understanding the relative strengths and weaknesses of existing programs would help 

stakeholders, policymakers, and community college leadership create realistic expectations 

for existing programs. States and institutions of higher education should work with 

philanthropy to evaluate the outcomes of existing early childhood educator preparation 

programs and support practice-based research that yields actionable information on what 

types of preparation strategies lead to improved early childhood educator practice. (A 

forthcoming Bellwether paper will provide more detailed recommendations for building the 

research base on early childhood educator preparation.) 
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C
ommunity colleges play a myriad of roles in preparing early childhood educators 

and will continue to be active partners in transforming the early care and education 

workforce in the future. Community colleges serve a population of students who 

face many challenges and operate in a challenging broader education policy landscape; 

however, there are a number of emerging best practices that can address these challenges 

and increase student completion. Policymakers should understand this emerging literature 

and adopt a clear vision for the role that community colleges can and should play in 

preparing and developing early childhood workers.

Conclusion
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Appendix 

Interviewees

• Catron Allred, Director of Education Programs, Central New Mexico Community 

College

• Stephanie Bernoteit, Interim Deputy Director for Academic Affairs, Illinois Board of 

Higher Education

• Colleen Campbell, Associate Director, Postsecondary Education, Center for 

American Progress

• Christi Chadwick, Project Director for the Transforming Colorado’s Early Childhood 

Workforce project, Early Milestones Colorado

• Sherry Cleary, Executive Director, New York City Early Childhood Professional 

Development Institute

• Dr. Lisa Eads, Program Coordinator of Early Childhood Education, North Carolina 

Community College System

• Dr. Johnna Darragh Ernst, Professor of Early Childhood Education, Heartland 

Community College

• Rachel Fishman, Deputy Director for Research, Higher Education Initiative, New 

America

• Vicki Garavuso, Program Director, Undergraduate Early Childhood Education, The 

City College of New York

• Jennifer Gilken, Deputy Chair Teacher Education, Borough of Manhattan Community 

College

• Christie Honeycutt, Associate Dean of Health and Social Services, Stanly Community 

College

• Mary Harrill, Senior Director, Higher Education Accreditation and Program Support, 

National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC)

• Laura Kates, Deputy Director of Education Program, Kingsborough Community 

College

• Rene Manning, Director of Early Childhood Program, Rio Salado Community College

• Mary Alice McCarthy, Director, Center on Education and Skills, New America 

Foundation

• Judee Mulhollen, Program Director, Teacher Education/Community Growth and 

Development, Cuyahoga Community College

• Iris Palmer, Senior Policy Analyst, New America
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• Jeanette Paulson, Director of Workforce Initiatives, Wisconsin Early Childhood 

Association

• Michele Pullen, Professor, Ivy Tech Community College—Sellersburg

• Dr. Brenda Ragle, Early Childhood Program Chair, Ivy Tech Community College—

Columbus

• Sue Russell, Executive Director, T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood National Center

• Sharon Sullivan, Special Projects Manager, T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood National 

Center

• Alison Thielke, Front Range Community College
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